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NKM - Novomeška kolesarska mreža  / Novo Mesto cycling Network

- unformal group of urban cyclers in Municipality of NM 

- started in 2015 - because unbearable problams in the city (Kandijska cesta)

- ‘headquater’ of NKM is 10 people. Everybody cover different topics of problems 

   (infrasturcture problems, infrasturcture planning, promotion of urban cycling, 

   education, law, social networking, ...)

- have no account, no income, work for free and better cycling future



NKM - Activities  / Planning and infrastructure problems

- made list of all problems (infrastructure), updated every year - Elaborat 0

- writing down better solutions for every spatial plan (OPN, OPPN) in the city 

  (we always make ‘official’ document with description of the problem, graphical 

   illustrations and always suggest our best solutio/vision) 

- trying to persuade bureacrats that cycling roads must be green (like natural, eco) 

   not red (like blood, attention)

  

  



NKM - Activities  / Events

  Kološnjak - market for second hand bikes

  Spring cleaning road for cycling

  Snow shoveling

  Winter bike to work day

  Cycling tematical tour

  Promotions of urban cycling on diferent public events

  

  



Municipality of Novo mesto (facts)

- urban city (cca 25.000 citizen)

- capital of south east of Slovenia 

- mostly flat road (few hills)

- biggest car industry in the state (Revoz)

- Adria Mobile (caravans) the mother 

  and official suporter of Tour of Slovenia

- not so mild winters

- popular cycling for recretion 

    probably the most in the state / more then 500

- urban cyclers (less then 50)!

  

  



Real (Pain in the Ass) Problems

- ‘communication’ (between users/bikers and traffic regulations)

  / the car regulations has higher priority then cyclers

- low quality of cycling infrastructure and slow progress

- ambiguous regulatins (right now state accept new better regulation 

    special for bike infrastructure planning)

- bike pakring problems (to little and unappropriate versions)

- disaster of cycling culture (bikers ride everywhere - pavement, roads, 

    if there is special road for cyclers or not)

  

  



Better FUTURE, but lot of work!

- NKM work hard to point out the important to built quality infrastructure, because 

    if the infrastructure is not safe/quality/comfort the bikers won’t use it.

- more bikers less cars

- more bikers we have, the authoroties can give more money (is hard to exact, that 

   they will built lot of cycling roads if there is so little cyclers)

- the young people in primary schools rather take bike than go with the cars

- the car factory Revoz is making walk/cycling road round and round their estate

- the municipality start to built the bike sharrow system (GONM)

- the new infrastructure plans consist with better solutions (only have to put it in reality)

- the municipality made catalog of City furniture to get rid of bad solutions (like parking stand)

- the municipality made great plan of Sustainable mobility for 5 years to make big difference in 

    priority for walking, cycling and public traffic  

                                                                  





marko.arnus@gimnm.org

https://www.facebook.com/novomeskakolesarskamreza


